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“ You're not going to master the rest of your life in one day. Just relax. Master the day. Than just keep doing that every day. ” ― Anonymous
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Games of Fire
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·3.96·1,154 Ratings


Sophie has enough problems in her life without Spencer turning her blood to fire, without his eyes freezing and burning her, without his hatred of her. Since his migration into the house next to hers, Sophia Valdez isn’t sure whether she wants to toss h
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Transcending Darkness
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·4.11·2,596 Ratings


One: Sign the contract.Juliette Romero had a debt to pay, a debt that wasn’t even hers. But it was the only way to keep her family safe and all she had to do was sell her body and soul to the devil.Killian McClary wasn’t called the Scarlet Wolf for no
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Betraying Innocence
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·3.85·272 Ratings


October 31, 1983, seventeen year old Johnny Baits vanishes without a trace, leaving the slumbering town of Chipawaha Creek, British Columbia reeling with his mysterious disappearance. Twenty-nine years later, The French family moves into his home, never r
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·4.26·95 Ratings


Earth as we know it no longer exists. Humanity has destroyed itself and with it any chance we may have had of returning. What had started as a six month voyage through the stars becomes a nightmare when the passengers are stranded in space without hope. W
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Kissing Trouble
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·3.81·215 Ratings


Escaping into the wilderness should have been a piece of cake for a super-babysitter like Julie Brewer. Three kids, one month, what could possibly go wrong? Except maybe the unexpected arrival of the one man she’d never been able to quite get over. Even
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·3.93·655 Ratings


“Maybe you should avoid me tonight.”His arm slipped around my waist and I was drawn into his chest. “If I only have this one night with you, the last thing I’m going to do is stay away.”Kia Valentines had always accepted the fact that she was a
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alternate cover edition for ASIN B00TWOE57EHis love will become her curse.For centuries, Gideon has kept his secret, knowing that it could mean the life of the woman whose very heartbeat was his reason for living. But when Veil Creatures are slaughtered i
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·4.53·84 Ratings


He swore to end her.All Magnus had to do was pick up a package and get his brother’s child back. A simple task that any Caster worth his salt could have done in his sleep, except nothing had been that simple for him in years.For centuries, Magnus relish
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The Sheikh's Undoing (Mills & Boon Modern) Sharon Kendrick  ...
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Bir İdam Mahkûmunun Son Günü, dünya edebiyatının ölümsüzlerinden Victor Hugo'nun (1802-1885) yirmi  ...
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The Spy's Son: The True Story of the Highest-Ranking CIA Officer Ever Convicted of Espionage and the Son He Trained to Spy for Russia


 365 Pages·2015·3.29 MB·New! 



Bryan Denson tells the riveting story of the Nicholsons—father and son co-conspirators who deceived  ...
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Comment réussir un mémoire : choisir son sujet, gérer son temps, savoir rédiger Fragnière|Jean  ...
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